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The four Brahmasiitras, viz. Utpattyasarpbhaviit; na ca Kartu~ 
KaraiJ.am; Vijiiiiniidibhiive vii tadaprati~edh~; and Viprati~eddhiicca (2.2. 
42-45), are regarded by all the commentators as one adhikaral}a 
(section), called the 'UtpattyasarpbhaviidhikaraiJ.a ', but there has been 
considerable difference of opinion among them about the doctrine 
referred to in these siitras. Sankara, Bhaskara, Srikai;I!ha, Sripati, 
Vallabha and Vijiianabhik~u take this adhikaraiJ.a as concerned with the 
refutation of the Paiicariitral system. Riimiinuja also takes this adhikaraiJ.a 
as dealing with the Paiicariitra or Bhiigavata doctrine, but not refuting, 
but establishing. Nimbarka agreeing neither with Saitkara nor Ramanuja 
regards the adhikaraiJ.a as a refutation of the Sakti2 doctrine. It is very 
curious that Kesavakasmiribhaga, a Nimbarkist, in his Vediintakaustubha
prabhii, a Commentary of Srinivasa's Vediintakaustubha, a commentary 
of the Vadiintapiirijiitasaurabha of Nimbarka, begins with a lengthy 
explanation, word for word identical with that in the Sribha~ya of 
Ramanuja, and in the end very briefly observes that, really speaking, this 
adhikaraiJ.a should be a refutation of the Sakti doctrine, and then gives a 
short explanation, exactly following Nimbarka and Srinivasa3. Madhva, 

1. It is worth nothing, in passing, that the term Paiicariitra, a number of explanations have been 
offered by various Smphitiis. We are not, at present concerned with all these different definitions. This 
much is certain, however, that the original significance and connotation of the term Paiicariitra came 
to be lost in the course of many centuries, which left room for a variety of explanations. The most 
authoriative and perhaps the genuine difinition is as follows: 
"tatparavyiihavibhavasvabhiiviidiniriipll{lam 
piiiicariitriihvayarp tantrarp mok§aikaphalala.k$8{lam" 

(Ahirbudhnya Sarphitii, XI, 63b-64a) 
This indicates that this system has developed the name Paiicariitra since it deals with the five-fold 
manifestation of Lord Vasudeva, viz. para, vyiiha, vibhava, arcii and antazyiimin. 
2. The Saktas hold that Sakti alone is the cause of the world, she is possessed with the attributes of 
omnipotence, omniscience and the rest. No agent can accomplish any thing without energy or Sakti. 
111e effect must, therefore, be attributed not to the apparent agent. A red-hot iron has the power of 
burning, but effect of burning should be properly attributed to the fire, and not to the iron through 
which the fire manifests itself. It is the eternal energy, working through the Lord, that creates the 
world, and the Lord without the energy has no creative power. Thus Sakti is the real creator. 

3_ Vediintakaustubhaprabhii, 2.2.42-45, pp. 271-81. 
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and Baladeva Vidyabhii~~a also follow Nimbarka. Now two questions are 
raised: (1) Whether the adhikarana deals with the Paiicaratra doctine or 
the Sakti doctrine? And (2) whether the adhikar~a is only a refutation of 
the Bhagavata doctrine or whether it aims at establishing it? It is proposed 
in this paper to seek an answer to these questions. 

To start with, I would like to examine in detail the Sutras and their 
interpretations by all the commentators. 

(1) Utpattyasarp.bhavat (2.2.42) 
According to Sankara4, Bhaskara5, SrikaJ;J.tha6, Sripati1, Vallabha8 and 

Vijiianabhik~u9 this siitra means: On account of impossibility of origin. 
That is, the Paiicaratra doctrine holds that Sarp.kar~aJ;J.a (the individual 
soul) springs from Vasudeva (the Highest Self), Pradyumna (the mind) 
from Sarp.kar~aJ;J.a and Aniruddha (the principle of egoity) from 
Pradyumna is not tenable, for the individual soul, which is eternal, cannot 
spring from the Highest Soul. Saiikara remarks that the Paiicaratra 
doctrine deserves our acceptance, so far as it holds that !Svara is both the 
efficient and material cause of the universe. So also when it says that the 
one Vasudeva, whose nature is pure knowledge, is what really exists, and 
that he, dividing himself in four parts, appears in four forms as Vasudeva 
etc., We have nothing to object. But when it further adds that 
Sarp.kar~aJ;J.a (the individual soul) springs from Vasudeva (the Highest 
Self), Pradyumna from Sarp.kar~~a and Aniruddha from Pradyumna, we 
must take exception to it. For it is impossible that the individual soul 
would spring from the Highest self, which would make the former non
etemaPO. Bhaskara, Srik~tha, Sripati, Vallabha and Vijiianabhik~u also 
follow Sankara. 

Rarnanuja takes this and next siitra (2.2.42-43) as laying down the 
prima facie view, the next (2.2-44-45) the correct conclusion like 
Yarnunall. He, however, translates or interprets this siitra like Sankara 
and the rest12. 

Nimbarka explains this siitra thus: 'The Sakti doctrine holds that Sakti 
alone is the producer of the world is not tenable, because the origin of the 

4. Brahmasiitrasiirikarabhii$ya, 2.2.42, pp. 525-526. 
5. Bhiiskara-bhii$ya, 2.2.41, p. 128. 
6_ sn-ka.J_1[habhii$ya, 2.2.39, p. 115, parts 7 and 8. 

7_ Srika.J.1[habhii$ya, 2.2.42, pp. 57-78, part 2. 
8_ A.(lubhii$ya, 2.2.42, p. 231. 
9_ Vijiiiiniimrtabhii$ya, 2.2.42, p. 174. 
10. Brahmasiitrasiirikarabhii$ya, 2.2.42, pp. 525-526. 
11. Agamapriimiipya, p. 117. 
12. Sribhii$ya, 2.2.39, p. 808. 
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world from Sakti without any connection with Puru!?a is impossiblel3. Or 
else, because the origin of the world is impossible, it being eternal, Sakti 
cannot be its cause there being no proof that the world is something 
producedl4. Madhval5 and Baladeva Vidyabhu~ai;tal6 exactly follow 
Nimbarka. 

It makes clear that this siitra refutes any one particular doctrine like the 
preceding siitras, viz. 'naikasminnasarpbhaviit' (2.2.33) and 'patyura
siimaiijasyiit' (2.2.37). But this sutra reads only 'Utpatty-asarpbhaviit'; 
and repeats the word 'na' from the preceding siitra 'naikasminna
sarpbhaviit' (2.2.33) which refutes the Jain doctrine. And thus this sutra 
reads 'notpattyasarp.bhavat' like the siitra 'patyurasiimaiijasyiit' (2.2.37) 
= 'na patyurasiimaiijasyiit,. i.e. 'the view of Piisupata is not justifiable, on 
account of inconsistency'. And then the word 'na' points out the 
refutation of any one doctrine, but not of any one particular doctrine. Here 
the problem is: In preceding siitras, the Sutrakara Badaray~a has clearly 
given the technical words relating to the doctrines, but in this siitra 
Badaray~a has not clearly given the word from which we could know 
the particular doctrine. So the commentators has proposed two different 
doctrines, viz. the Paiicariitra doctrine and the Sakti doctrine in this Siitra. 
Now the question is: whether this sutra refutes the Paiicariitra doctrine or 
the Sakti doctrine. To this, the answer is as follows: In this siitra the 
Paiicariitra doctrine is more appropriate than the Sakti doctrine, because 
the word Sakti is totally excluded from the sutra. On the other hand, 
'Sarpkar!?M;lO niima jivo jiiyate' = 'Sarp.kar~~a (the individual soul) 
springs,'- this doctrine of the Paiicariitra system is issueing from the siitra, 
'utpattyasarpbhaviit' (2.242) like the siitra 'Naikasminn-asarpbhaviit' 
(2.2.33) from which the 'Anekiintaviida' is arising. So, in this sutra, the 
Paiicariitra doctrine is refuted, but not the Sakti doctine. 

(2) 'na ca Kartup. KaraJJ.am' (2.2.43) 
Sankara explains this siitra thus: '(There can be) no (origin) of the 

organ (viz. the mind) from the agent (viz-the individual soul)l7. That is, 
the Paiicariitra doctrine holds that Pradyumna (the mind) springs from 
Sarp.kar~~a (the individual soul) is not justifiable, because the organ or 
the instrument (the mind) cannot spring from the agent (the individual 
soul) i.e. the agent (individual soul) cannot be the material cause of the 

13. Vediinta-piirijata-saurabha, 2.2.42, p. 210. 

14. Vedanta-kaustubha, 2.2.42, p. 210. 

15. Brahmasiitramadhvabhii~ya, 2.2.42, p. 122. 

16. Govindabhii$ya, 2.2.42, p. 140. 

17. Brahmasiitrasiiiikarabhii§ya, 2.2.43, pp. 527. 
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organ or the instrument18. Bhaskara, Srikai;t!ha, Sripati, Vallabha and 
Vijfianabhik~u exactly follow sailkara. 

As pointed out above, Ramanu ja takes this siitra as lying down a prima 
facie view against the Paficaratra doctrine. He interprets this siitra like 
Sailkara and others19. This siitra is explained by Yamuna, Ramanuja's 
grand teacher, as speaking of the revealed character (apauru~eyatva)of 
the Vedas. This siitra means, says Yamuna, that the Vedas are not (na ca) 
the work (Kar~am) of iSvara (Kartu_!J)20. Here, Ramanuja differs from 
his teacher, Yamuna. 

Nimbarka explains this siitra thus: If Sakta thinks that there is a Puru~a 
(creator) helping Sakti and she creates the world through her connection 
with him, still there is no instrument on the part of Puru~a (creator) 
because all instruments are produced only after the creation has begun21. 
If, however, it is assumed that he has sense instruments, then he would 
be subject to pleasure and pain. Thus he will be no creator at all22. Or 
else, if Sakta says that the fact, the world is something produced, too, is 
inferred on the analogy of what is directly perceived, then we reply: since 
there is no similarity of the ether and the rest with pots and so on, the fact 
that the world is something produced like the pots and so on is by no 
means established23. In this siitra, the word 'ca' implies that if there be 
Puru~a as the creator, Sakti is no longer the cause of the world24. 
Madhva and Baladeva Vidyabhii~ai;ta also follow Nimbarka. 

As pointed out above, the refutation of the Sakti doctrine is not 
appropriate to this adhikar~a, yet if it be admitted that the preceding 
siitra (2.2.42) refutes the Sakti doctrine, then the meaning of this siitra 
as given by Nimbaraka, Madhva and Baladeva Vidyabhii~ai;ta does not 
seem to be conformable to this siitra itself as well as to the preceding and 
following reference. Nimbarka and the rest, in the preceding siitra 
(2.2.42), defend their view with this reason that Sakti is a woman, so she 
can not produce the world without any connection with Puru~a; and with 
same reference they explain this siitra thus: There is no sense instruments 
on the part of Puru~a, so He cannot help her. Here the question is; when 
the above-mentioned reason is not stated in the preceding siitra, how can 
the above-said subject-matter of this siitra be admitted with reference to 
the preceding siitra ? The preceding siitra says thus: The Sakti is not the 

18. Ibid. 

19_ sn-bhii~ya, 2.2.40, p. 809. 

20_ Agamapriimiil}.ya, p. 122. 

21. Vedanta-piirijiita-saurabha, 2.2.43, p. 211. 

22. Vediinta-Kaustubha, 2.2.43, p. 211. 
23. Ibid. 

24. Ibid. 
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cause of the world, because from Sakti the ongm of the world is 
impossible. Why is it impossible? To this the preceding siltra does not 
reply. This siitra also reads only 'na ca Kart up Kara{lam', there is no 
insertion of the word 'Puru~a', how can the meaning of this siitra that 
'there is no instrument on the part of Pum~a, so He cannot help the' Sakti' 
be possible? The meaning of the word 'Karta '='agent' of this siitra should 
be Sakti', but not Puru~a, because Nimbarka and the rest accept Sakti' as 
the Karta' 'creator' or 'producer'of the world in the preceding siitra. If 
they like to accept the meaning of the world 'Kart a' as 'Pum~a' helping 
Sakti, they should refute Puru~a, as the cause of the world in the 
preceding siitra. It proves that there is no consistency in the 
interpretations of these two siitras (2.2.42-43) as presented by Nimbarka 
and others. 

On the other hand, 'Sarpkar~apat jivat pradyumnasarpjiiarp mano 
jayate'- 'Pradyumna (the mind) springs from Saq:tkar~a:J;la (the 
individual)'- this doctrine of the Paiicaratra system is following the siitra 
'na ca Kartu{l Karapam' (2.2.43). The Paiicaratra doctrine is: The mind, 
i.e. instrument springs from the individual soul, i.e. Jiva; and the 
Sutrakara refutes this doctrine thus: The origin of the mind from Jiva is 
not justifiable, because the instrument (the mind) cannot spring from the 
agent (the individual soul). This interpretation conciliates the prior 
reference also. In the preceding siitra (2.2.42) the first thought, 
'Saq:tkar~m;m (the Jiva) springs', of the Paiicaratra system is refuted; and 
now with reference to the preceding siitra the second thought, viz. 'the 
instrument (the mind) springs from the Jiva', is refuted. It makes clear 
that the present interpretation as given by Sailkara and the rest is 
conformable to this siitra as well as to the prior reference. Accordingly, 
the fitness of the words 'na ca' of this siitra is also maintained thus: 'na 
fivotpattirupapanna, na ca jivat kartu.p. manasa{l karapasyotpattir 
upapanna' = 'The origin of the Jiva is not appropriate, and the origin of 
the instrument (the mind) from the agent (the Jiva) is not appropriate'. 

(3) Vijiiiinadibhave Va tadaprati~edha{l (2.2.44) 
According to Sailkara this sutra means: 'Or, even if there be the 

existence of knowledge, there is no setting aside of that, (viz. of the above 
objection).' That is, or, even if it be said that Saq:tkar~3J;la and the rest are 
not the individual soul and so on, but divine beings endowed with 
supreme knowledge and the rest, still then the objection stated before, 
viz. the impossibility of origination, remains in force25. Bhaskara, Sripati 
and Vijiiianabhik~u also follow Sailkara. Vallabha follows Sailkara except 
this, where 'tadaprati~edhat' is explained by him to mean 'JSvariipiima-

25. Brahmasiitrasmikarabhiiijya, 2.2.44, pp. 527-528. 
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prati~edhiit', i.e. because of the plurality of lords-which is unreasonble
remaining uncontradicted26. 

According to Ramanuja this siitra and the next set forth the correct 
conclusion against the above prima facie view, and defend the Paiicariitra 
doctrine. Thus, It means: 'Or if (Sarp.kar~ai_la and the rest be) of the 
nature of knowledge and so on (i.e. of the Highest Lord) there is no 
contradiction of that (i.e. the Bhiigavata doctrine)27. That is, the 
Paiicariitra doctrine is not that individual soul arises from the Lord, the 
mind from the individual soul and so on, but simply that the Highest 
Lord, viz. Vasudeva, out of Kindness for people, abides in a four-fold 
form, so that He may be easily accessible to His devotees. Here the word 
'vii' precludes the prima facie view28. 

Nimbarka explains this siitra thus: Or, if there be the existence, i.e. 
admission of intelligence and so on, there is no denial of that29. That is, if 
there be the existence, i.e. admission of natural intelligence and so on, on 
the part of Sakti, what contradiction, can there be in its being the cause of 
the world? The doctrine of Sakti is set aside by itself through the 
admission of Brahman30. In the siitra 'sarvopetii ca,' 'And endowed with 
all (attributes)' (2.1.29), there is designated a Deity, Knowledge through 
all the Vedantas, and it is He that is admitted by you. He is not the power 
(Sakti} of any one, He is the Highest Deity, denoted by the word 
'Brahman' and so on. Here the word 'Vii' has the meaning 'tu'=but31. 
Madhva exactly follows Nimbarka. 

Srika1,1tha takes this siitra to be a prima facie view,viz. "If there is the 
assumption of intelligence and so on (i.e. of the forms of the individual 
soul and so on), there is no contradiction of that". That is, the opponents 
point out that they do not hold that there is the origin of the individual 
soul and the rest, but simply that Sarp.kar~a1,1a and the rest assume the 
forms of the individual soul etc., i.e. rule them. Hence the above objection 
cannot be raised32. 

Baladeva Vidyabhii~ai_la differently interprets this siitra: 'If (the body of 
the Lord be of the) nature of intelligence and the rest, there is no 
contradiction of that. That is, if the prima facie objector points out that 
although the Lord cannot have a material body, yet He may have a non
material body composed of knowledge and so on, then we reply that if 

26. AI.Jubhii~ya, 2.2.44, p. 232. 
27. Sribhii~ya, 2.2.41, p. 809. 
28. Ibid, pp. 809-811. 
29. Vedanta-piirijiita-saurabha, 2.2.44, p. 211. 
30_ Ibid. 

31_ Vediinta-Kaustubha, 2.2.44, p. 211. 
32. Srikai.Jtha-bhii~ya, 2.2.41, p. 116, parts 7 and 8. 
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the Lord of the Saktas be possessed of such a body, then we have no 
objection to their view, since it becomes identical with our doctrine of 
Brahman33. 

The interpretation of this siitra as presented by Nimbarka, Madhva and 
Baladeva Vidyabhii~m;ta does not seem to be agreeable to the Sutrakara 
Badaraym;ta. For, any doctrine, only due to this that it accepts the creator 
of the world admitted by itself as endowed with intelligence and so on, 
cannot be the Brahman doctrine on the purview of the Sutrakara. If it be 
so admitted, then the Pasupata doctrine should also be accepted the 
Brahman doctrine, because the Pasupatas admit the Pasupati, the creator 
of the world, as endowed with intelligence and so on34. But the Pasupata 
doctrine is also refuted by the Sutrakara in the preceding siitras (2.2.37-
41). Thus, this siitra also is not appropriate to the refutation of the Sakti 
doctrine. 

As pointed out above, according to Ramanuja, this siitra sets forth the 
correct conclusion and defends the Paiicaratra doctrine, so Ramanuja 
explains this siitra thus: Vijiiiinarp. cadi ceti parabrahma 'Vijfianadi,' i.e. 
'Vijiianadi' means the Supreme Brahman. Hence, if Sai!J.kar~m;ta and the 
rest be of the nature of Vijiiiinadi, i.e. the Supreme Brahman, there is no 
contradiction of the Bhagavata doctrine. But, here, the meaning of the 
word 'Vijiiiinadi' the Supreme Brahman seems to be faded-forming as 
well as this meaning is not agreeable to the Sutrakara. Sutrakara did not 
use the word 'vijiiana' in the sense of Brahman anywhere in the 
Brahmasiitras, but he used this word in the sense of 'man as' = this 
mind35. If it be said that here Sutrakara has used the word 'Vijiiiinadi' in 
the sense of Brahman as the technical word of the Paiicaratra doctrine, 
then the question is: Why did Ramanuja not give the reference of the 
Paiicaratra literature, in which the Supreme Brahman or Vasudeva is 
known by the word 'Vijniinadi'. Thus, the present meaning of the word 
'Vijiiiinadi', as given by Ramanuja seems to be inappropriate. Similarly, 
Vallabha' s interpretation of the word 'Vijiianadi' also seems to be 
inappropriate, because he explained 'Vijiiiinadi' to mean 'isvara endowed 
with knowledge and so on,' which is similar to the interpretation as given 
by Ramanuja. 

As Srikm;t!ha takes this siitra to be a prima facie view, this also is not 
conformable to the Sutrakara, because criticism of the Paiicaratra doctrine 
is continued in this siitra. 

Sailkara interprets this siitra with an alternative explanation on the part 
of the Paiicaratra doctrine thus: " Even if it be said that Samkar~m;ta and 

33. Govindabhii~ya, 2.2.44, p. 141. 

34. Piisupatasiitra-paiiciirtha-bhii§ya, 1.1.21-25 etc. 

35. antarii vijfiiinamanasi Krame.pa talliilgiiditi cenniivise§iit - Brahmaszltra, 2.3.15. 
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the rest are not the Jiva and so on, but divine beings, endowed with 
knowledge and the rest, still then the objection raised above remains 
uncontradicted." Perhaps the word 'Vii' in the siitra goes well with 
Sallkara' s way of interpreting. 

( 4) Viprati~edhacca (2.2.45) 
According to Saitkara the criticism of the Paiicaratra doctrine is 

concluded here. He explains this siitra thus. "And moreover, the 
Paiicaratra doctrine cannot be accepted owing to there being many 
contradictions is the doctrine itself and owing to its containing many 
passages contradictory of the Vedas (i.e. not having found the highest 
bliss in the Vedas 'Sfu;l<;lilya studied this siistra '36. This siitra is not found 
in the Bhaskarabha~ya. Sri"pati, Vallabha and Vijiianabhik~u follow 
Sankara. 

According to Ramanuja, right conclusion, in defence of the Paiicaratra 
doctrine, ends here: "(The above objection be raised) on account of the 
contradiction (i.e. because the Paiicaratra doctrine itself controverts that 
the individual soul has an origin37)". Ramanuja, in defence of the 
Paiicaratra system, quotes passage from Paramasmphitii, -acetana pariirtha 
ca nitya satata vikrayii, triguiJii kanniiJmp K.~etraip pralqte riipamucyate/ 
VyaptiriipeiJa Saipbandhastasyasca puru~asya ca, sa hi anadiranantasca 
paramiirthena niscitalJ-"38, -which controverts that the Jiva has an origin. 
Again, he remarks that it is not possible to image Badarayru;ta refuting the 
Paiicaratra doctrine in his Brahmasiitra, which he himself commends in 
glowing terms in his Mahabhiirata, as the very essence of the four Vedas 
and so on. He quotes many passages from the Mahabhiirata in support his 
view39. 

Nimbarka explains this siitra thus: "And on account of contradiction". 
That is, And on account of being opposed to Scripure and Smrti, the 
doctrine of Sakti is unauthoritative4o. Madhva and Baladeva Vidya
bhii~al!a exactly follow Nimbarka. 

Srikru;t!ha explains this siitra thus: (In reply to the above prima facie 
view, we point out although the contradiction with regard to the origin of 
the individual soul and the rest set aside by the above view, yet the 
Paiicaratra doctrine is not to be accounted) on account of its opposition to 
Scripture41. 

36_ Brahmasiitra-siirlkarabhii~ya, 2.2.45, p. 529. 

37_ sn-bhii~ya, 2.2.42, p. 811. 

38. Parama-smphitii quoted in Sribhii~ya, p. 811. 

39. Sribhii~ya, 2.2.42, pp. 814-815. 

40. Vediinta-piirijiita-saurabha, 2.2.45, p. 211. 

41. Srikapfha- bhii~ya, p. 116-119, parts 7 and 8. 
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In the interpretation of this siitra as presented by Nimbarka, Madhva 
and Baladeva Vidyabhii~m;ta the Criticism of the Sakti doctrine is simply 
concluded, which is not conformable to the siitra. Because, the adhikarana 
is not concerned with the refutation of the Sakti doctrine as pointed o~t 
above. As a matter of fact, this utpattyadhikaraiJa is concerned with the 
refutation of the Paiicaratra doctrine. 

Ramanuja 's interpretation of this siitra (2.2.45),-"The Pancaratra 
literature itself controverts (prati~edha) that the ]iva has an origin, hence 
the criticism of the Pancaratra doctrine, as presented above, is not 
proper",- is inappropriate because there is no word 'prati~edhacca ', but is 
'viprati~edhacca' in the siitra. The word 'viprati~edha' means 'internal 
contradiction', which is accepted by Ramanuja himself in the preceding 
siitra (2.2.9). Hence, the meaning of this siitra may be presented thus:' 
The Pancaratra doctrine is inconsistent, because of the internal 
contradiction, i.e. because of the contradiction between its prior and 
subsequent statements'. Again, the sentence refuting the origin of the 
Jiva, quoted by Ramanuja, is of which Smphita, i.e. Paramasmphita, in 
that Sarp.hita the sentence 'Vasudevat sarpkar~aiJo niima jivo jayate' etc. 
is not found. If both the above mentioned sentences were of only one 
Sarphita, then it was possible to say that Siitrakara is not refuting the 
doctrine of Paiicaratra on the basis of the sentence propounding the origin 
of the ]iva. But the sentence propounding the origin of the individual 
soule is not found in the Sarphita refuting the origin of the Jiva. It makes 
clear that the Paramasarphita refuting the origin of the ]iva, which is 
available today, was not present during the period of Siitrakara. In his 
time Pracina-Smphita, an ancient Sarp.hita was available in which the 
above-mentioned sentence propounding the origin of the Jiva was 
stated42. Hence, Siitrakara is refuting the Bhagavata doctrine. Finally, 
Ramanuja, in defence of the Bhiigavata doctrine, presents this reason that 
Siitrakara who commends the Paiicaratra doctrine in glowing terms in his 
Mahabhiirata, how can he himself refute the Paiicaratra doctrine? This 
reason does not seem to be agreeable, because the identity between 
Badaraym;ta and Vyasa is not authoritative, on the contrary, Vyasa and 
Badaraya~a were different persons43. Thus Siitrakara refutes the 
Paiicaratra doctrine, but not establishes. 

The meaning of this siitra as given by Sallkara, Vallabha and the rest, 
seems to be more reasonable, because they refute the Paiicaratra doctrine 
on account of the internal contradiction. But their second interpretation on 

42. A History of Indian Philosophy, Vol. ITI, p. 56; and Brahmasiitra-siiilkarabhii§ya, -bhiimik:a, p. 
69. 

43. For detail, see "The traditional author of the Vediintasiitras-Badariiyill).a or Kr~l?-a Dvaipayana" 
PAIOC 2, 1923, pp. 463-470; and "Is Vyasa the same as Badarayal).a?" JSVRI, 7.2, 1946, pp. 361-
369. 
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the word 'viprati~edha' as 'Vedavirodha' = 'Opposition to Vedas', does 
not seem to be correct one, because 'Vedavirodha ' is not direct meaning 
of the word 'Viprati~edha', as mentioned above. 

Having thus examined the Brahmasiitras 2.2.42-43 and 2.2.45 in 
detail it cannot assume that Siitrakara is defending the Paiicariitra 
doctrine; as well as, owing to there being use of the words 'vii' and 
'aprati~edha' in the siitra (2.2.44) after the refutation of 'origin' in the 
preceding sutras (2.2.42-43), it also does not seem to be possible that 
any thought of the Paiicaratra system is refuted. Here, it just seems that 
Siitrakara has presented an alternative regarding the Thought of the 
Paficaratra doctrine to be refuted. That alternative may be presented thus: 
"If it be said by the Paiicariitra doctrine that 'the origin of the mind from 
the Jiva' means that "vijiiiina" intended by the word 'man as, ' i.e. 
'dharrnabhiitajiiiina" = knowledge as an essential attribute of the Jiva' 
arises from the Jiva, then that i.e. the Bhiigavata doctrine is 
uncontradicted." But as well as the word 'va' of the siitra (2.2.44) 
suggests that if the Paiicariitra doctrine, here, accepts the mind (manas) 
as a different real entity, then this system also is contradicted, because the 
Jiva is not material cause of other real entity and the origin of the Jiva is 
certainly and entirely contradicted. The conclusion arived at, therefore, is 
that in these Brahmasiitras 2.2.42-45 the Paiicariitra doctrine is refuted 
only by the Siitrakara Badaray~a. The fact that the Paiicariitra doctrine is 
refuted last of all in the Tarkapiida of Brahmasiitra, can be explained by 
the circumstance that it is the most allied to Vedanta doctrine in which the 
Brahman doctrine is established, and Sallkara has admitted this fact at the 
beginning of this adhikaraJJ.a, as remarked above. 
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